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Between a dream and your reality.

Get on board of one of our 
Porsche Boxster 718 GTS

Be the pilot of your own 
extraordinary driving 
experience!

DRIVE THROUGH THE LEGENDARY 
SICILIAN RACE CIRCUITS 

Imagine to drive along one of 
the routes of the historical Targa 
Florio Race circuits, Giro di Sicilia 
and Formula 1 Siracuse, just to 
mention some. 

An unforgettable switch-off 
anything-goes-get-it-experienced.

A UNIQUE EMOTIONAL 
DRIVING TOUR 



YOUR COLOR

Feel the emotion to be the main character 
of your own driving path. 
Choose your color, get your keys, be ready 
to go for a memorable journey.

PORSCHE POWERED

CHOOSE

Boxster 718 GTS



CHOOSE 
YOUR ROUTE

You have the keys,you are in charge! 

It is all about going beyond sightseeing and 
be immersed in a different travel dimension 
while behind the wheels of your Porsche.

GTS team will tailor-make your journey 
through people, cuisine, history, art and 
lifestyle of the wonderful island of Sicily. 

RACE
LEGEND

LIFESTYLE



HIGH-TECH FOR AN 
EMOTIONAL ESCAPADE

Your driving experience will be 
enhanced by the high-tech and 
innovative augmented reality, 
technology and videos.

Be immersed in a 3D dimension 
and video holograms and be ready 
to drive back in the past. 

AUGMENTED REALITY

Not a simple tour,but an 
authentic driving adventure with 
the great and unique added value 
of innovative GTS App. 

DEDICATED APP

Our avant-garde App interacts in the 
proximity of the Points of Interest 
dislocated on the different tested and 
suggested circuits, showing holograms 
and historical videos

POINT OF INTEREST



UNWIND AND 
REDISCOVER 
YOURSELF

GTS ensures you one-of-a kind 
emotional escapade, not a simple 
driving tour but an immersion in the 
sensational landscape and traditions 
of Sicily, Switch-off and enjoy!

SWITCH-OFF



SICILIAN
JOURNEY

Let your 
Private Driving Concierge 

trace your desires!



CONTACT US

@grantoursicily

@GTSicily

@GTS - GRAN TOUR IN SICILY sales@gtsicily.com, booking@gtsicily.com

www.gtsicily.com Viale Croce Rossa, 33
90144 - Palermo - Sicily - Italy

+39 091 9102250
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